Confidentiality and Privilege in Mediation1
Loosing confidentiality is like loosing virginity: it happens only once.
(Eric Galton, Representing Clients in Mediation, American Lawyer Media, L.P. 1994)

It is the author's bold submission, that Dutch case law, as developed by the Netherlands
Supreme Court, might be of some general interest, as it is based on general principles,
a.o. found in case law by the European Court for Human Rights. As Dutch is not
Europe’s most accessible language, some observations in English might be stimulating
for those who are interested in this matter.

In the Netherlands statutory provisions concerning Mediation do not (yet) exist; although
the Ministry of Justice is presently studying the matter, it is to be expected that for the
time being, legal precedents by the judiciary will set the stage. The Netherlands is a civil
law country, but more often then not judges have to fill in the vacuum left open by lack
of legislation. It is most likely that the same holds true for matters dealing with Mediation. As a consequence, judge-made law will be emphasized in this report2.
Confidentiality.
Confidentiality is of the essence in Mediation3.
The involved parties would not be inclined to communicate freely if they risk that whatever they may have stated in Mediation will be held against them at a later stage.
In the Netherlands, such confidentiality will go a long way, but (as yet) most probably
not all the way4.
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There are two sides to confidentiality: the duty of secrecy - and privilege, the right
(sometimes: duty) to decline to give evidence.
Many professions have a duty of secrecy, few have privilege.
The first aspect, secrecy, is enshrined in article 272 of our Penal Code; the article threatens with punishment anybody:
who willfully infringes any secret of which he knows, or can reasonably be presumed to know, that he is obliged to keep, on the basis on his office, profession or
statutory provision ... .
Although few criminal actions have arisen from this article there is one judgment by the
Netherlands Supreme Court5 in which it was held that article 272 Criminal Code only
applies to those offices and professions which by their nature6, therefore regardless of
any specific duty to secrecy, be it imposed or contractual, impose such duties upon
those holding such offices at practicing such professions.
As Mediation imposes by its nature upon the Mediator, a duty of secrecy, it can be argued that this provision also covers Mediators if their activities can be considered as
"professional" - which means that the neighbor's incidental intervention in a neighborhood dispute does not qualify.
A criterion for such professionalism could be found in the fact, that the Mediator is registered with the Nederlands Mediation Instituut (the Dutch Mediation Institute). This is the
body where a Mediator can register after having fulfilled certain minimum training requirements. After such registration he is bound by professional rules concerning impartiality, confidentiality and other professional and ethical standards.
The rules of conduct of the NMI have the following confidentiality clauses:
1. The Mediator does not involve third parties in the Mediation and does not provide
information to third parties about the Mediation, except with permission of the parties.
2. The Mediator must impose the duty of secrecy in written form on all third parties he
involves in or informs about the Mediation.
The standard Mediation contract which the NMI-Mediator is expected to enter into
with his clients has a confidentiality clause which binds parties to the confidentiality rules
as laid down in the NMI-Mediation Regulations. These rules prohibit parties and the
Mediator to disclose information to third parties (including judges and arbitrators) about
the Mediation in the broadest sense. Also, parties bind themselves to never summon one
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of the participants to the Mediation to appear as a witness. Finally, the rules bind the
Mediator to confidentiality vis à vis the other party concerning information obtained by
him in caucus, except when agreed otherwise.
This whole set of rules, however, will not hold against a third party, not bound to these
contractual obligations. The only instrument to counter such an attack on the Mediation's
confidentiality is professional Privilege.
Privilege.
In the Netherlands, as in most other countries, everybody is obliged to testify as a witness in criminal and civil matters. The same holds true for many professionals who have a
duty of secrecy.
In order to make professional secrecy really effective it must therefore be complemented
by professional privilege.
For a long time only the four so-called "classic" privileged professions were subject to
privilege: the advocate/procureur; the civil law notary, the doctor and the clergy person.
(Employees of those privileged officials and professionals are also secrecy- and privilegebound). Recently other professions were, by case law, added to this list, as we will see
further on.
Object of privilege can only be such information and knowledge which is confided by the
client to the professional or acquired by the professional through his client or concerning
him in the course of his specific professional activities.
However, whether information is privileged according to this definition, is for the professional himself to decide.
In a recent decision concerning privilege of a civil law notary, the Supreme Court held7:
the notary's privilege covers such facts and circumstances which have been confided to
him as such, i.e. as a civil law notary. As only the civil law notary can make an exact
assessment whether certain facts or circumstances are covered by his privilege or not,
this assessment should principally be left to the civil law notary's discretion. The judge
must accept that the notary must invoke privilege as long as he is in reasonable doubt
whether revealing information could take place without disclosing what should remain
confidential8.
Recently, accountants, tax consultants, police officers, company lawyers and bankers
have been denied privilege. On the other hand, case law has granted privilege to legal aid
lawyers, tax authorities, nurses, probation officers and, interestingly, journalists. The latter category does not have a formal professional duty of secrecy; to the contrary: their
duty is to inform the general public.
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In the development of its case law the Supreme Court constantly navigates between the
fundamental right of a citizen to safely confide his secrets to a trusted person, and the
fundamental necessity to discover the truth.
Intermezzo I: confidentiality, privilege and the journalist.
The assignment of privilege to a journalist can be considered a landmark decision of our
Supreme Court9. It is based on the fundamental right of freedom of the press, which
might be in jeopardy if a journalist be obliged to disclose his source. The decision was
given in the wake of the Goodwin-decision of the European Court of Human Rights10.
The case was as follows. Mr. William Goodwin, a British journalist, was notified by a
source from which he had received information regularly about the negative financial
situation of Tetra Limited. After endeavors by Goodwin to verify this news with Tetra,
the latter was granted a Court order11 restraining publication of the information concerned. This information was suspected to be based on a draft of Tetra's confidential
business plan of which a copy was very recently purloined.
A week later, also at Tetra's request, the Court ordered Goodwin to produce his notes
on the relevant telephone conversation and to divulge the identity of his source on the
grounds that this was necessary "in the interests of justice" pursuant to section 10 of
Contempt of Court Act 1981:
No Court may require a person to disclose, nor is a person guilty of contempt of
Court for refusing to disclose the source of information contained in the publication for which he is responsible, unless it is established to the satisfaction of
the Court that disclosure is necessary in the interests of justice or national security or for the prevention of disorder or crime.
The Court of Appeal and the House of Lords upheld the Court order, relying on the exception of the "interests of justice". After the House's rejection of the appeal the High
Court fined Goodwin to the amount of £ 5,000.-- for Contempt of Court.
Goodwin complained against the fine before the Commission for Human Rights, stating
that the Disclosure Order requiring him to reveal the identity of his source and the fine
imposed upon him for having refused to do so, constituted a violation of Article 10 of
the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, which
reads:
1. Everyone has the right to freedom of expression. This right shall include
freedom to hold opinions and to receive and impart information and
ideas
without interference by public authority and regardless of frontiers. ...
2. The exercise of these freedoms, since it carries with it duties and responsibilities, may be subject to such formalities, conditions, restrictions or penalties as are prescribed by law and are necessary in a democratic society in
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the interests of national security, territorial integrity or public safety, for the
prevention of disorder or crime, for the protection or health of minors, for
the protection of the reputation or rights of others, for preventing the disclosure of information received in confidence, or from maintaining the authority and impartiality of the judiciary ...
The Commission for Human Rights held, that the complaint was well-founded and the
case was then brought before the European Court of Human Rights.
The Court found that the measures constituted an interference with the applicant's right
to freedom of expression as guaranteed by §1 of Article 10 and it had therefore to examine, whether the interference was justified under §2 of Article 10. The Court held that
section 10 of the Contempt of Court Act 1981 was a sound enough basis to mark the interference as "prescribed by law". Also, the Court held that the interference pursued of
legitimate aim: to protect Tetra's rights. However, the Court held that the interference
pursued a litigitimate aim was not necessary in a democratic society:
39. The Court recalls that freedom of expression constitutes one of the essential
foundations of a democratic society and that the safeguards to be afforded to the
press are of particular importance ... .
Protection of journalistic sources is one of the basic conditions for press freedom, as is reflected in the laws and the professional codes of conduct in a number of Contracting States and is affirmed in several international instruments on
journalistic freedoms . ...
Without such protection, sources may be deterred from assisting the press in informing the public on matters of public interest. As a result the vital publicwatchdog role of the press may be undermined and the ability of the press to
provide accurate and reliable information may be adversely effected.
Having regard to the importance of the protection of journalistic sources for
press freedom in a democratic society and the potentially chilling-effect an order of source disclosure has on the exercise of that freedom, such a measure
cannot be compatible with article 10 of the Convention, unless it is justified by
an overriding requirement of public interest.
Such "overriding requirement" was not found in the matter at hand.
The Court held, that the interim injunction which had earlier been granted to the company restraining not only the applicant himself but also the publishers of his newspaper
from publishing any information was already a measure, strong enough to protect Tetra's
interests.
This being so, in the Court's opinion, insofar as the disclosure order merely served to reinforce the injunction, the additional restriction on freedom of expression which it entailed was not supported by sufficient reasons for the purposes of §2 of Article 10 of the
Convention.
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Confidentiality, privilege and the Mediator.
Extrapolation to Mediation leads to the following conclusions.
If the confidential character of Mediation becomes a matter of public interest with such
overriding importance that it can be compared with a fundamental right as freedom of
the press or freedom of expression, the line of the Supreme Court's decisions leaves
room for professional privilege for the Mediator.
For the survival of Mediation such development is crucial because without privilege, the
future of Mediation is bleak.
However, to ensure this future and to have it enshrined in case law, there is still a lot to
be done in order to comply with the standards, which the judiciary will certainly set before opening up the privilege to the profession.
A guideline to these requirements can be found in the Supreme Court decision12 denying
privilege to tax consultants; it held:
1. The proposed grounds for cassation pose the question whether the tax consultant
is entitled, in his capacity as such, to the right to decline to give evidence before
the Court.
2. It must be emphasized, that this right of refusal to testify, as an exception to the
rule that everybody is bound to testify in Court, is only attributed to a limited
group of persons who are bound to secrecy concerning all which has been confided to them in their professional capacity. The social function of such persons
brings with it that, in their specific case, the general interest that truth must
emerge should yield to the common interest that everybody must be able to turn to
them in freedom, in order to obtain assistance and advice without fear of disclosure of what was discussed. Such persons are the advocate and the civil law notary because of their duty as providers of legal assistance. This duty brings with
it, that anyone must be able to retain his services freely and without fear for divulging what was discussed and written.
3. The question arises, whether a tax consultant, who also can be considered a provider of legal assistance, can be granted the privilege. In order to answer this
question it is of importance to note, that in the Netherlands legal assistance can
basically be provided by everyone and that in practice this assistance is indeed
provided by all sorts of persons, be it independent or employed by an organisation. Entitling all such persons to privilege, would be at variance with the exceptional character of privilege as mentioned above. Generally - save exceptional
cases like the one admitted in .....(follows the Court's decision attributing privilege
to the legal aid lawyer) other providers of legal aid than the advocate and the civil
law notary must therefore be denied privilege.
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4. There is also no reason to make an exception in the case of the tax consultant. It
should be taken into account, that the group of tax consultants is not homogeneous and that there is no legal provision prohibiting that everybody can be active
as tax consultant. It is also important to note, that there is no statutory system of
legal aid in which the tax consultant is assigned the task which makes it necessary
that a person in need of legal aid must turn to him for the protection of his legal
interests. Under these circumstances the tax consultant cannot be considered to be
counted amongst the limited group of trusted persons entitled to privilege.
This quotation illustrates the fundamental problem: as long as there are no guarantees to
professional quality, as long as "Mediation" is not properly defined and as long as everybody can call himself a Mediator, the risk of abuse will prevent development of privilege.
A meeting of Mafiosi and their consiglieri, planning a "professional" scheme, might be
labeled "Mediation" and thus be exempted from scrutiny by law.
It is therefore of great importance that NMI is presently active establishing further professional standards of quality, together with a Disciplinary Board, entitled to take proper
measures against malpractice by NMI-registered Mediators.
In an environment of wider acceptance of dispute settlement through Mediation and after
further development of professional standards and qualification rules a judge may in a future instance entitle a NMI-registered Mediator to privilege.
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Intermezzo II: The advocate as Mediator.
I will revert to this after a few remarks on the confidentiality rules of the "Advocaat en
procureur", the Dutch terms equivalent to advocate (or attorney-at-law) and for procurator litis.
Rule of conduct of the Dutch Bar Association number 6 reads as follows:
1. The advocate is bound to secrecy; he has to keep silence about particulars of matters
at his hands, the person of his client and the nature and size of the latter's interests.
....
5. If an advocate has made a pledge of confidentiality to the opposite party or if this
confidentiality ensues from the nature of his relationship with such party, the advocate also maintains this confidentiality vis à vis his client.
For the time being, the advocate-Mediator seems to have an advantage over his colleague-Mediators as a privileged professional - that is: if the Court will accept, that the
advocate is performing his professional duties when acting as a Mediator.
As mentioned above, this is the narrow scope, within which the advocate is privileged.
As at present there are different opinions about the question, whether this is the case.
Mr13 L.H.A.J.M. Quant, practicing lawyer and presently holding the Professorial Chair
on Legal Practice at Amsterdam University14, tends to make a difference between the advocate, solely guarding and monitoring the Mediation process; and on the other hand, the
advocate appointed as Mediator on the basis of his special experience and legal expertise.
The first category, in the opinion of Professor Quant, is not entitled to privilege, for his
activities are comparable to those of a judge or an arbitrator who do not enjoy the benefit
of privilege. The advocate-Mediator in the second category is appointed in his capacity
as advocate, so under certain circumstances privilege can be justified.
There is a third category, according to Quant, in which the advocate is entrusted by both
parties to lead them to a just solution, which is predominantly the case in divorce matters, and where privilege is entirely justified.
The Dutch Order of Advocates, on the other hand, is of the opinion that Mediation must
be considered as an advocate's normal professional activity15. The same holds true for
Germany, where the Rechtsanwalt's (attorney's) Professional Rules provide that Mediation is part of an attorney's professional activities.
Professor Quant's opinion is also opposed by mr H.F. Doeleman, President of the Dutch
Society of Mediation Advocates16. I share his view. Prof. Quant's distinctions between
the advocate performing three separate functions is to academical. In practice, it is im13
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possible to make such distinctions and it is therefore that privilege should be assigned to
the Mediatior-advocate. Whether he does invoke his privilege in specific cases is his own
responsibility, which is in line with the present case law in this matter (see the Supreme
Court's decision concerning the civil law notary's privilege cited above).
It should also be noted that in 1985 the Disciplinary Court of Appeal considered a complaint justified against an advocate who served as an intermediary between two clients
contracting with one another and who did not invoke his privilege, when he was called to
testify about what was confided to him in a caucus-like situation17.
I hasten to add that although an advocate is privileged, this does not necessarily qualify
him as the better Mediator. I agree with mr Doeleman who concludes that the fact that a
person is an advocate does not necessarily say anything about his qualities as a Mediator.
Conclusion.
The two topics which are at the center of this article can be summarized as follows: in
order to ensure confidentiality the Mediator should be granted a legal privilege.
However, I add that establishing a Mediatior - client privilege based on national law will
not suffice. Legal provisions safeguarding professional secrecy in country A can be
thwarted by lack of such provisions in country B18. This would unfairly disadvantage
Mediators (and, for that matter, Mediation) in that particular country.
It is therefore necessary that Mediation should be subject of an international Convention
in which, among other matters19, the Mediator's confidentiality and privilege will be laid
down.
International organizations like UIA, IBA and others could take the initiative to stimulate
bodies such as Uncitral, The Hague Convention and/or Unidroit to draft such an international Mediation Convention.

J.M. Bosnak.
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